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Abstract— As large multimedia providers rely more and more on
Cloud resources to perform video coding and transcoding,
designing fast and efficient coders that take advantage of
parallelization, particularly for the new video standard HEVC, is
of paramount importance. Tiles were introduced in HEVC to
provide an alternative parallelization granularity compared to
the previous standard H.264/AVC. The premise was that with the
rectangular tile shapes, spatial correlation between samples could
be better exploited compared to slices, leading to increased
coding efficiency. While a significant amount of research was
done in parallelizing video coding, few works exist on tile
parallelization in HEVC. In this paper we tackle the problem of
balancing the CPU core load by dynamically adapting tile sizes. It
is shown that the proposed adaptive method leads to significant
reduction of load imbalances and consequently, achieves a better
speedup compared to static, uniform CTU-tile assignment.
Furthermore, these gains come at no cost quality wise.

expensive task on its own, particularly as resolution becomes
higher. Consider for instance that when an encoder nominally
achieves real time performance in some configuration, it means
that in order to encode a movie in this configuration the amount
of time might equal (but not exceed) movie length. Thus, it is
apparent that the computational burden placed in related Cloud
services is tremendous and speeding up the encoding process is
of utmost importance for both scalability and sustainability
reasons.
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In this paper we focus on tile-level parallelization at the
encoding part of HEVC. Specifically, we investigate the
potential of using CTU encoding time (Coding Tree Unit, i.e.,
the block of pixels where a frame is split into in HEVC;
equivalent but not identical to Macroblocks in H.264/AVC) in
order to adapt tile size so that CPU cores are load balanced and
consequently increased speedup is achieved. Our contributions
include the following:

I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, large multimedia content providers and social
media networks struggle at keeping pace with the popularity
explosion of smart devices [9] and the resource demands it
entails in order to perform filtering [2], processing [25], storage
and delivery [24]. As an example, Cisco reported in [7] that the
mobile network traffic increased by 75% in 2015, the majority
of which (54%) was video. Even if the uploaded user videos
are already compressed in some format, there is an ardent need
for transcoding or scalable video coding (SVC) [14] the
original sequence to different resolutions and bitrates in order
to support streaming at devices of different characteristics
residing in networks of various loss rates. Furthermore,
transcoding might also involve changing the compression
standard e.g., from H.264/AVC [29] to HEVC [23], the new
video coding standard, and in its basic form it entails decoding
the original sequence and re-encoding it again.
Due to the massive number of videos streamed every day,
media providers rely more and more to Cloud resources for
video coding purposes. But video coding is a computationally

Such speedup can only be achieved through efficient
parallelization [5]. The new video standard, HEVC, offers three
coarse-grained parallelization opportunities suitable for
parallelization on a CPU core level namely: slice-level, tilelevel and wavefront parallelization (WPP) [6]. While slices
existed in H.264/AVC, the other two methods are new in
HEVC and their potential is not fully explored yet.



An algorithm (Time-based Tile Load Balancing TTLB)
is proposed that adaptively defines tile partitioning
based on the coding times of CTUs.



Evaluation against the Static approach that evenly
partitions a frame into tiles and keeps the partition
fixed, shows significant speedup improvement.
Moreover, this improvement comes at no extra cost
compared to Static partitioning. These results highlight
the merits of our approach.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
provides a brief overview of the related work. Section III
illustrates TTLB which is experimentally evaluated in Section
IV. Finally, Section V summarizes the paper and gives the
conclusions.

Figure 1(a). Screenshot from Bosphorus (frame 0).

II.
RELATED WORK
Research in the area of video coding parallelization can be
broadly categorized depending on whether it considers fine or
coarse-grained parallelization.
Fine-grained approaches usually comprise of works
applying SIMD parallelism. In [17] SIMD operations at the
CPU-core level were applied to efficiently implement an AVS
decoder. DCT and cost function parallelization for HEVC is
discussed (among others) in [1]. Motion estimation, either with
the Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) metric or with other
heuristic approaches, e.g., the ones in [13] and [16], has also
attracted SIMD parallelization efforts. In [28] a combined GPU
– multi core CPU approach for parallel motion estimation is
presented, while in [19] a comparative evaluation is provided
between GPU implementation of motion estimation with
CUDA and equivalent implementations using MPI and
OpenMP. The authors concluded that GPUs offer significant
advantages. In [26] a framework to analyze the dependencies
of neighboring CTUs is introduced. CTUs form a DAG which
is then scheduled for parallel computation. Finally, in [27]
different parallelization degrees for motion estimation are
discussed varying from single CU to groups of CUs.
The aforementioned works are orthogonal to ours since in
principle tile parallelization can be combined with SIMD
approaches using GPUs.
In the coarse-grained category a significant amount of past
work concerned slice parallelization both in H.264/AVC, e.g.,
[8] and [30] to name a few, and in HEVC, e.g., [1], [15], [21].
In [30] adaptive Macroblock assignment to slices based on
weighted past average (WPA) of Macroblock coding times is
considered. A similar approach was evaluated in [15] for
HEVC. In [8] the problem of balancing slices was tackled by
assigning more slices than the existing cores in an effort to
reduce parallelization granularity, thus, achieving better
balance. Concerning HEVC, the authors in [21] evaluated
slice-based parallelism under different encoding scenarios
considering fixed slice sizes. Contrary, in [1] slice-level
parallelization with adaptive CTU-slice assignment is
discussed. The proposed algorithm is based on assigning
weights to CTUs depending on the mode and depth of CTU
encoding and assigning CTUs to slices so that aggregate
weights are balanced.

Figure 1(b). Screenshot from Bosphorus (frame 5).

Although works on slice-level parallelization differ in
scope from the paper, some of the ideas discussed there are
applicable in the case of tiles as well. Specifically, our
proposed algorithm TTLB is inspired by [30] in order to use
the coding times of CTUs to estimate tile load. Furthermore,
the idea of [8] is also applicable for tiles but only in the cases
where video quality is not too important.
More closely related are the works done for tile level
parallelism in HEVC such as: [3], [12], [18] and [22]. In [18]
the potentials introduced to video coding with the advent of
tiles in HEVC are examined. Performance issues using fixed
size tiles are discussed. Another work presenting results from
tile based parallelization but for the case of intra encoding is
[12]. There too, only fixed size tiles were considered.
The motivation for the tile partitioning algorithm in [22] is
to use more tiles compared to the available cores in order to
facilitate load balancing. The method is based on deriving a
static tile partition based (among others) on pixel variance and
the required throughput. Tiles are then assigned to cores using
a bin packing technique. Since it is well documented [5], [6]
that increasing the number of tiles has a negative quality effect
on compression, we followed an alternative path whereby there
was one on one correspondence between tiles and CPU cores.
As shown in the experiments, the lack of load balancing
potential by using fairly large instead of small tiles, is more
than compensated through the adaptive tile resizing mechanism
that clearly outperforms a comparable Static approach.
Finally, in [3] an adaptive content tile partitioning
algorithm is proposed. The size of tiles is decided so as to
reduce the losses in coding efficiency generated by the use of
tiles. Instead, we focus on improving the encoding time by
reducing tile load imbalances. As such, we view the work in [3]
as orthogonal to ours.
III.

LOAD BALANCING ALGORITHM

The Time-based Tile Load Balancing algorithm (TTLB)
defines tile sizes using the CTU encoding times of the previous
frame. Assume that a frame consists of X×Y CTUs arranged in
X CTU rows and Y CTU columns. Furthermore, let the tile
partitioning be into M×N tiles, with M being the tile rows and N
being the tile columns. TTLB first calculates the total time of
each CTU row (let Ri) and each CTU column (let Cj), by
aggregating the encoding times of CTUs belonging to the

Figure 2(a). Bosphorus, 4 tiles.

Figure 2(b). Bosphorus, 12 tiles.

Figure 3(a). Traffic, 4 tiles.

Figure 3(b). Traffic, 12 tiles.

Figure 4(a). Kimono, 4 tiles.

Figure 4(b). Kimono, 12 tiles.

respective row or column (ith and jth respectively). It then
defines the vertical split into N tile columns and then the
horizontal split into M tile rows. Let TCk be the width in CTUs
of the kth tile column (1≤k≤N), and TRl be the height in CTUs
of the lth tile row, (1≤l≤M). The algorithm assigns tile column
widths using the following:
(1)

(1≤k≤N-1)

(2)

column as per (2) and (3). Specifically, it starts by defining the
width of the first tile column. To do so it adds CTU columns
starting from the first one until the total time of CTUs in the
assigned columns is the maximum possible that doesn’t exceed
the required time cost assignment. The algorithm then proceeds
by assigning CTU columns to the second tile column starting
with the CTU column that follows the last assigned CTU
column. The last tile column gets the CTU columns that remain
from the previous assignments.
Tile row heights are defined in a similar manner to tile
columns using the following:

(3)
Namely, it calculates the total time of all CTUs in (1), and
then attempts to assign at each tile column a width that will
lead to equal time cost assignment (if possible) at each tile

(1≤l≤M-1)

(4)

Figure 5(a). Bosphorus, QP=32.

Figure 5(b). Bosphorus, QP=22.

Figure 6(a). Traffic, QP=32.

Figure 6(b). Traffic, QP=22.

Figure 7(a). Kimono, QP=32.

Figure 7(b). Kimono, QP=22.

(5)
Fig. 1 presents screenshots from the Bosphorus sequence
[12] with a partitioning in 12 tiles using TTLB. Notice that
compared to the initial cut at frame 0 (Fig.1 (a)), TTLB in
frame 5 (Fig. 1(b)) has reduced the size of the tile enclosing the
boat where most of the motion takes place.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We implemented TTLB using the reference software HM
16.7 [10] and OpenMP [20] for threading. We conducted
experiments on a Linux server with two 6-core Intel Xeon E5-

2630 CPUs running at 2.3GHz. We used three sequences of
different resolution, summarized in Table I.

TABLE I.

VIDEO SEQUENCES

Name

Resolution

Frames per
second (fps)

Total
frames

CTUs per
frame

Bosphorus

3840×2160

120

200/600

2040

Traffic

2560×1600

30

150

1000

Kimono

1920×1080

24

240

510

In order to save time in the experiments we used the first
200 frames of the Bosphorus sequence instead of the complete
one. All results were obtained assuming the LD scenario with
an initial I frame followed by P frames and a GOP size of 4 [4]
which is similar but not identical to hierarchical P coding [11].
Unless otherwise stated, QP was set to 32, bit depth was 8,
CTU size 64×64, max depth for partitioning was set to 4 and
search mode to TZ.
We experimented with three different tile numbers (in one
slice): 4 (2×2), 8 (4×2) and 12 (4×3). Each tile was assigned a
separate CPU core on a one on one basis. In the experiments
we compared the performance of TTLB against the static,
uniform assignment obtained by using the relevant option in
the reference software. We measured the achievable speedup,
PSNR and bitrate differences as well as the load imbalance
incurred among the execution time of tiles measured as the
following percentage:

holds true for the bitrate which increases by at most 0.48%
while there exist cases where it decreases (maximum value of
0.61%). These results are very encouraging towards TTLB
indicating that the increased performance over Static comes at
virtually no cost quality wise.
Summarizing the results from the experiments we can state
that TTLB is able to improve encoding time compared to a
parallel encoder implementation that uses Static tiles. The gains
are particularly substantial for sequences exhibiting motion at
specific frame parts, and less so for sequences exhibiting
motion throughout the whole frame (or little motion overall).
However, even in such cases some marginal gains can be
expected. Furthermore, the performance improvement of TTLB
comes at no quality loss compared to Static. Finally, TTLB is
rather simple to implement once tile parallelization is
implemented, making it a definite candidate for adoption in
related HEVC encoders.

100(MAX_Tile_Time – MIN_Tile_Time)/MIN_Tile_Time

Next we plot the speedups over a base scenario with no tile
parallelization. Results are shown in Figs. 5, 6 and 7 for two
different QPs 32 and 22. We can observe that the performance
gains in Bosphorus and Kimono are substantial. In all the
figures the performance gap over Static increases to the number
of tiles, leading in certain cases to a difference in speedup of
roughly 2 (Fig. 5(b)). In the Traffic sequence the gains are less
impressive and are considerable only for QP=22.
Finally, we measured the impact on quality TTLB has.
Table II summarizes performance. Specifically it records: (i)
the difference in Y-PSNR between TTLB and Static, and (ii)
the difference in bitrate between TTLB and Static measured as
the following percentage:

TABLE II.

QUALITY METRICS

Tile Number

Traffic

Bosphorus

Y-PSNR

Kimono

Figs. 2, 3 and 4 show the load imbalance experienced by
both Static and TTLB for two different tile numbers 4 and 12.
It can be observed that in all sequences but for Traffic with 4
tiles (Fig. 3(a)), TTLB is able to reduce significantly the load
imbalances that occur by Static. This improvement is more
evident for 12 tiles, which is expected since more tiles lead to
more potential in exploiting spatial locality of video motion. In
the Traffic sequence and for 4 tiles the gains over Static are
rather limited. This is due to the fact that in this sequence there
is motion almost everywhere in the frame. Thus, compared to
the other two sequences there exists less potential for
improvement. As a further indication for the above, notice that
Static in Fig. 3(a) exhibits an imbalance of less than 30% for
the biggest part, leaving little room for improvement. Judging
from the figures as a whole, we can say that using TTLB drops
load imbalance to less than 20% for 4 tiles while it also
drastically improves load balance in the case of 12 tiles.
Performance for 8 tiles (not shown) was found to fall in the
middle between the performance with 4 and 12 tiles.

QP

4

22
27

bitrate %

8

12

-0.006

0.001

-0.000

0.002

-0.007

-0.002

32

0.001

0.006

-0.003

37

-0.010

0.001

-0.009

22

-0.001

0.000

0.001

27

0.006

0.002

-0.002

32

-0.001

0.010

37

-0.009

22

4

8

12

0.48%

-0.09%

0.09%

-0.24%

-0.09%

0.12%

-0.61%

-0.43%

-0.24%

0.07%

-0.27%

0.02%

-0.21%

-0.02%

0.05%

-0.15%

-0.12%

-0.01%

0.007

0.05%

-0.15%

-0.10%

0.013

-0.001

-0.12%

-0.22%

0.10%

0.002

-0.001

-0.000

-0.08%

0.04%

0.02%

27

-0.001

-0.003

-0.000

0.08%

0.09%

0.02%

32

0.002

-0.001

-0.001

0.20%

0.12%

0.12%

37

0.001

-0.003

0.005

0.17%

0.20%

0.52%

V. CONCLUSIONS
Designing fast video encoders that capitalize on the HEVC
parallelization potentials is crucial in order to minimize Cloud
resource consumption by large multimedia providers. In this
paper we tackled the problem of adaptive tile parallelization in
HEVC. We proposed an algorithm, named TTLB that
dynamically adjusts tile sizes using CTU encoding time, with
the aim of balancing CPU core load. Experiments demonstrate
that TTLB achieves substantially better speedup compared to
the static, uniform partitioning, without sacrificing quality.

100(bitrate(TTLB) –bitrate(Static))/bitrate(Static)
As a consequence of the above, positive values on Y-PSNR
and negative values for bitrate percentage indicate TTLB is
better than Static.
Observe that the differences in Y-PSNR are rather
negligible (in the order of the third digit). A similar observation
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